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CREAT STUDIOS ANNOUNCES THE RELEASE
OF PINBALLISTIK FOR THE PLAYSTATION®
NETWORK
Head to Head Pinball Action Comes to PSN November 1st for North
America
October 24, 2011 – Creat Studios (Canton, MA) today announced the release of Pinballistik for
the PlayStation® Network. Pinballistik will be available for download on the PlayStation 3®
computer entertainment system, offered via Sony’s PlayStation® Network on November 1st in
North America.
Test your mettle in the non-stop action of battle pinball in Pinballistik. Complete exciting
features on your side of the table or try to get the ball past your opponent on the other side.
We have something for those pinball purists out there too. Each of the uniquely themed battle
tables has its own classic table to boot. Start the Pinballistik experience off with Circle the
Wagons. Mosey on down to the saloon or pay a visit to the can-can dancers. Make sure to finish
loading that revolver before your opponent, take aim and FIRE! Pinball has never been this
intense.
Pinballistik for PlayStation Network features:
 Test your strategic tactics: Use all of the tools at your disposal to get your ball onto your opponent’s
side of the table. Use table features, power-ups, or even nudging the table to try to get you ball past
your opponent’s flippers and score big!
 Experience Battle Pinball: Battle it out with two players on the same pinball table! Local multiplayer
allows two players to go ballistic on the couch.
 Compete for pinball dominance: Compete for the top spot on the online leader boards.

 Classic Pinball Action: Miss that classic pinball action? We have something for you too! Each battle
table has its own classic table for that classic pinball feel.
The full game will consist of three themes each with two tables, a classic and battle table. Start
off with Circle the Wagons theme then choose
“Creat Studios is excited to introduce Pinballistik,” said Vladimir Starzhevsky, CEO of Creat
Studios. “We are all big fans of pinball, and we think people will really enjoy this new take on
the classic game.”
Pinballistik will include PlayStation 3 Trophy support and has been rated “E” for Everyone by
the Entertainment Software Rating Board for this platform.
PINBALLISTIK, the PINBALLISTIK logo, and the Creat Studios logo are registered trademarks of Creat Studios, Inc. in
the United States and/or other countries. “PlayStation”, and “PS” Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony
Computer Entertainment Inc. The PlayStation Network Logo is a service mark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

About Creat Studios: Creat Studios, Inc. is a premier developer of current and next-generation
online, console and handheld games. Founded in 1990, Creat's corporate headquarters are
located in Canton, Massachusetts, with development studios in Massachusetts and St.
Petersburg, Russia. Creat Studios is an official developer for Sony PSP®, PlayStation®3, Nintendo
DS™, Nintendo DSiWare™, Wii™ and Microsoft Xbox 360®, and is a publisher for PlayStation®
Network and Nintendo DSiWare. For nearly two decades, Creat Studios has been delivering the
highest standards of quality, expertise and client satisfaction to the game industry, and has built
its business on meeting and exceeding the expectations of its clients and partners on every
project. For more information, please visit www.creatstudios.com.
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